Romanaţi A teardrop on the cheek of our history
A county with ancient, deep roots in our Romanian land, perhaps the only one
that reminds us of our origin through its name, Romanati was removed from our
country map in February 1968, with the occasion of the new administrativeterritorial division that had to correct the errors of 1950, when Romania had
been divided into regions and districts, a situation that did not correspond to
our specificity and tradition.
NICOLAE IORGA: „a territory inhabited by the Romans amidst the Cumene
forest and in front of the Slavic penetration of the old Serbs”
Having an area of 3500 km2, it was located in the south-eastern corner of
Oltenia, between the rivers Olt and Danube, and was one of the country's great
granaries. Even its emblem had in the foreground a wheat sheaf symbolizing the
richness of grains in the Plain of Romanati and Oltenia, of high fertility, suitable
for cereal crops. Undoubtedly,
the abolition of this county meant
first of all removing it from the
administrative-geographic
and
economic language, but above all the
removing from the current speach
of a toponym with a special value
to our history through its semantic
meaning. As Nicolae Iorga said, the
significance of the name Romanati is
that he was "a territory inhabited by
Romans amidst the cumene forest
and in front of the Slavic penetration
of the old Serbs", which constitutes
an authentic document of intense
and permanent inhabitation of
Romanians on the left bank of the
Danube.
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Constantin Poroineanu Park

CARACAL – The Capital of the Căluș

F

irst documented in the time of Vodă Radu,
the ruler of Țara Românească, by a charter
dated November 17th, 1538, issued by the
Chancellery of Târgoviște, Caracal served as a
Princely Court for Mihai Viteazul, Matei Basarab,
Grigore Ghica and Constantin Brâncoveanu,
was the former capital of Romanați county in the
interwar period and in 2004 it was granted the status
of city. The city of Caracal is situated in the south
of the country, on the western side of the river Olt,
on the eastern edge of the Romanați Plain, between
the ruins of the Roman castrum of Romula-Malva
(Dobrosloveni commune, north of Caracal) and
those of the city of Sucidava (Corabia).

Caracal testifies to the continuance of life between
the Roman Antiquity and the early Romanian states
of the Middle Ages, the history of the community
bearing the traces of these events. As a cultural
and historical capital of Olt county, what renders
the city of Caracal attractive are the buildings with
their stories, the string of monuments, churches
and Roman vestiges preserving the uniqueness
and inestimable value of the heritage of the region
of Olt, the culture and traditions, all woven into
a fabric that makes every single street of Caracal
vibrate with the rhythm of the Călușari, a tradition
included in the intangible heritage of UNESCO.

The Caracal National Theatre
Adress: Caracal, No.10, Cuza Vodă street

A

symbol of the city’s historical rich interior
and exterior decoration, part, it is located
next to Mihai is impressive, while its name
is Viteazul Princely Court and was inscribed on the
frontispiece – The built between 1896 and 1901,
National Theatre – accompanied according to the
plans drawn up by by two epigraphs, one above
each Austrian architect Franz Billek. Its of the side
entrances: Comedy and eclectic style featuring
elements of Tragedy. Every year the theatre hosts

Telephone: +40 768 579 445

Baroque Revival and Renaissance the National
Theatre Festival, the Revival places the edifice
in the FesTin Theatre and Short Film Youth same
European architectural Festival, the Amateur
Theatres’ current as the Romanian Athenaeum
Comedy Festival, the standing or the National
Theatres of Iași, theatrical season of the Municipal
Bucharest, Cluj and Timișoara. Its Theatre, as well
as a variety of remarkable size, together with its
conferences and exhibitions.

Adress: Caracal, No.12, Piața Victoriei street

I

n 1908, the great philanthropist bequeathed
his entire fortune to the Constantin Poroineanu
bequeathed municipality. Designed by French
the park by will to the Municipality landscape
artists Pinard and Rédont, of the Urban Commune
of Caracal, the park is modelled after Cișmigiu
following a terrible tragedy: his Park in Bucharest.
The 25,5 ha are son, who had been sent to Paris to
covered by decorative plant sections, study, had
married the daughter of the highlights being the
pagoda tree a Frenchwoman whom Poroineanu
(Ginkgo biloba) – as old as the park Sr. had had
an affair with during itself, the bald-cypress, the
pyramid his own stay in Paris as a student. Greyish
oak, the tree of life (Thuja When the young couple
learned the orientalis) and the black pine. Art truth,
they committed suicide. So monuments, sports
grounds and did their father, who ended his own
a recreational lake with an island life the day after
making his Last on the Gologan river complete the
Will and Testament, in which he park’s architecture.

The ‟Evocare 1848” Monument
It is located in a central position by the park gate that
leads toward the Summer Theatre and devised as an
abstract piece made of several blocks of stone placed
on top of each other, reaching a height of 10 metres.
The monument represents the short-lived success
of the 1848 revolution ( June- September), while
the last stone block, which is placed horizontally,
symbolizes the movement’s defeat.

The ‟Haralamb G. Leccaˮ Statuary
Dedicated to the late poet, playwright, actor,
prose writer, translator and epigrammatist born in
Caracal on February 20th, 1873, the statuary was
made thanks to the contrinutions of the community.
Originally placed in front of the theatre, in 1962 it
was moved in the national setting of the park, with
a table and bench of very particular shape, made of
tessellated concrete, placed next to it.

The Bust of Constantin Poroineanu
It was sculpted in 2008, upon the celebration of 100
years since the death of the great philanthropist,
who bequeathed by will his entire fortune to the
Urban Commune of Caracal, including the park that
today bears his name.

Instituții deHighlights
utilitate publică
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The Romanați Museum
Adress: Caracal, No.26, Iancu Jianu street

T

he museum first opened in 1949 with three
collections and was subsequently moved
in 1990 into a building owned by Iancu
Dobruneanu, the grandson of Iancu Jianu. As a
result of donations, acquisitions and archaeological
research, the museum now hosts over 20,000
exhibits.
The Archeology and History Section is in
possession of pieces of great value, some over
6,000 years old, on display in eight halls with a total
surface of 400 m. The Iancu Jianu Memorial Section
is set up in the home of the outlaw’s parents, built

The Virgil Carianopol Library
Telephone: +40 249 511 344, +40 769 240 899
in the second half of the 18th century. It comprises
Iancu Jianu’s house, the outbuildings and the lodge.
The Plastic Arts Section exhibits works by Ștefan
Luchian, Gheorghe Petrașcu, pieces by famous
sculptors, icons, wood paintings from the 10th, 17th
and 19th centuries, as well as embroideries.
The Ethnography Section, currently under
redecoration, owns a rich collection of folk costumes
from Romanați county, tools and household items
from the Middle Ages, as well as from modern and
contemporary times

Adress: Caracal, No.18A, Iancu Jianu street

T

he Municipal Library is named after poet
Virgil Carianopol and was initially located
on the ground floor of the former Parish
House. Since 2002 it has been operating at its
new headquarters, where it has amassed 60,000
volumes, divided into 6 sections: fiction, Biblionet,
specialised books, children’s books, books in
European languages and a reading room, which
holds a significant fund of periodicals (newspapers
and magazines). The library collection includes 19th
century publications in Greek, Turkish, German,
French and English, obtained from donations,
princeps editions of Mihai Eminescu’s poems, the
Encyclopaedia Britannica and Tout L’Universe.
Every year the institution organises the National
Virgil Carianopol Poetry Festival and the Holiday
Library – a summer cultural project – and regularly
hosts various cultural activities, anniversaries,
commemorations, roundtables, launches and book
exhibitions, reviews, meetings with writers, musical
performances etc.

The Marius Bunescu Picture Gallery

The Fire Tower

Adress: Caracal, No.39, Nicolae Titulescu street

Adress: Caracal, No.2, Strada Bicaz street

I

t was originally meant to host representative
works by painters born in Caracal; however,
donations from the Ministry of the Arts and from
art collectors who wished to develop the artistic
spirit of the local community led to the founding of
the Marius Bunescu Picture Gallery on the premises
of the Ioniță Asan National College in 1947. In the

Telephone: +40 767 108 331, +40 767 170 892
yard there is a bust of Marius Bunescu by sculptor
Corneliu Medrea.
The picture gallery currently holds 331 paintings,
some of which are signed by artists born in the city.
The collection also comprises sculptures and an
impressive number of Japanese engravings.

T

he Fire Tower is a tall, circular building with
a surveillance platform, built in 1901 on the
former premises of the Princely Court of
Mihai Viteazul, next to the Fire Brigade Command
Centre, which was under the coordination of the
Municipality. The fire service remained operational
until 1936, when all the firefighter units were
militarised. Today the building is no longer in
public use. The Fire Tower is kept as a monument
of architecture and a testimony of a particular stage
in the civilisation of society. The Fire Brigade
Command Centre building is gone as well and has
now been replaced by the Multipurpose Hall and the
Mihai Viteazul Theoretical High School.

Telephone: +40 249 511 083, +40 766 227 966, +40 745 770

The Princely Church
Adress: Caracal, No.3, Mihai Viteazu street

T

he Princely Church, under the patronage
of the Entrance of the Theotokos into the
Temple, is the only landmark of the old
Princely Court of Mihai Viteazul still intact. It was
built on the Protoseni Hill, out of stone blocks and
bricks from the ruins of the Roman city of Romula.
The church is made of masonry walls, it is smaller
in size than today’s churches, but has undergone
several transformations throughout time. Its shape
is fairly unusual for Țara Românească, but closely
related to that of monuments such as the churches
in Drobeta Turnu Severin and bears an obvious
resemblance to the churches south of the Danube.

All Saints’ Church
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Iancu Jianu (Memorial) House
Adress: str. Iancu Jianu, nr.15, Caracal

A

massive construction dating back
to the end of the 18th century, built
in the style of the aristocratic ‘culă’
(semi-fortified house), it belonged to cupbearer Costache Jianu, father of Iancu Jianu,
and was inhabited by the outlaw’s direct heirs
until 1945. Zinca – the outlaw’s daughter –
lived there until her death, in 1906, when
she was buried by the side of her mother,
Sultana. The last owner of the house was
Gică Dobruneanu, son of Nae Dobruneanu
and Zinca. In 1958, after undergoing
renovation, the house became a museum and
was included in the city’s cultural itinerary.
Today it constitutes the Iancu Jianu Memorial
Section of the Romanați Museum.

Adress: Caracal, No.18, Strada Bicaz street

T

he inscription above the entrance, written in
Cyrillic alphabet, shows that it was built in
1818, but there are grounds to believe that the
church was raised in the 16th-17th century. It is in
the shape of a cross and its very thick walls have
small, iron-barred windows, suggesting a fortified
building used by locals as a shelter in times of
distress. Although modest in size, the church exhibits
many elements which make it a unique place of
worship: courses, niches and murals. The nave and
prenave are both shaped like a dome and supported
by arches, as is the narthex. The interior painting is
distinguished by the zoomorphic representation of
Saint Christopher on the northern wall.

The Caracal Synagogue
Adress: Caracal, No.5, Grigore Ion street

T

he Caracal Synagogue was built in 1902 in the
vicinity of the former Jewish neighbourhood to
serve as a place of worship for Sephardic Jews
(who came as a result of the immigration flow from
Spain and the Mediterranean and arrived in Ţara
Româneasca around 1496). The builging, which is
drawn back form the street line, was erected in local
neoclassical architectural style. While the exterior is
modest, the interior is richly decorated, with painted
walls and high-quality furnishings. The Jewish
community in Caracal was first documented over two
centuries ago and contributed to the development of
the local urban environment, but it currently has no
more representatives in the city. The Jewish Cenetery
is also a part of the city’s cultural heritage.

The Constantin Filipescu Building
Adress: Caracal, No.13, Plevnei street

O

n August 16th, 1867, a new school was
founded as a branch of Primary School
No. 2 for Boys in 1872. The institution first
operated within inadequate premises, in the houses

of Neacşu Voiculescu, which had 4 rooms on the
ground floor and 6 upstairs. The building has served
various purposes; from 1990 to 2009 it housed the
Mihai Viteazu Theoretical High School.

Houses - historical monument
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The Protopresbyteriate

Teodoru Hotel

Adress: Caracal, No.8, B-dul Nicolae Titulescu street

Adress: Caracal, No.2, Piața Victoriei street

T

he Caracal Protopresbyteriate dates back to
1852. It used to have a building of its own
at no 3 Jean Dobrescu street, across the road
from the City Hall, where it operated until 1959.

Its current seat was built by owner Alexie Rusan
in 1926. The building was nationalised in 1948
and, before housing the Protopresbyteriate, it was
inhabited by several families.

Nicolae Titulescu’ s House
Adress: Caracal, No.27, Iancu Jianu street

T

he building was erected between year 1860
and 1893 by merchand Florea Niculescu,
according to the plans drawn up by

architect Iulius Mariani, with the aid of engineer
Ernest Gesner. In 1919-1911 Florea Niculescu went
backrupt and the house became the property of the
Urban Credit Bank. A year later, Nicolae Titulescu
became deputy of Romanaţi and received the house
the local authorities. While the exterior of the
building still preserves its original form, the interior
has undergone transformations, as the painting on
the ceiling has been whitewashed or painted over.

I

t is a heritage building constructed one-storey
building with a balcony, in 1908 by Raicu
Teodoru, great a spire and rich, expressive exterior
landowner and trader from Caracal decorations has
the sumptuous and Romanați, and located on the

Minerva Hotel
Adress: Caracal, No.19, Piața Victoriei street

A

monumental building, a veritable palace
built in 1896. Its first owner was merchant
Florea Niculescu, but it was subsequently
acquired by Stavarache Borcescu, a cereal merchant
form caracal and Romanaţi. The last person to own
it was Ecaterina Borcescu, Stavarache’s wife, who
also traded in cereal. After being nationalized, it was
given ti the Romanaţi RWP (Romanian Workers’
Party) County Committee. For a long time it housed
the Caracal Polyclinic and in 1982 it served as
headquarters for the House of the Pioneers and
Falcons of the Homeland. In 1990 it became the
Marius Bunescu Children’s and Pipils’Club.

appearance of a veritable palace. former Principele
Carol street. The one-storey building with a balcony,
a spire and rich, expressive exterior decorations has
the sumptuous appearance of a veritable palace.
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Cristescu House

The Heroes’ Monument

Adress: Caracal, No.21, Ianucu Jianu street

Created by sculptor Ioan Schmidt, the monument
was completed at the end of 1926 and inaugurated on
July 2nd, 1927, which was the day of the Ascension

T

of Jeaus and Heroed’Day that year. It consists of
three bronze statuaries placed on a plinth made of
stone from the Apuseni Mountains.

he house was built between 1897 and 1902
according to the plans drawn up by architect
Alfred Vincenz, the same who would later
design the Craiova City Hall in 1930. The building
was envisioned in French academicism style, with
Art Nouveau and Rococo influences, similar to
many other constructions erected in Romania at
the time.

Brabețeanu House
The Monument of the 1848 Revolution

Adress: Caracal, No.21, Ianucu Jianu street

T

his piece of architecture from the old
Libertății street group was the property of
Ioan Brabețeanu, former prefect of Romanați
(1899-1902).
Built at the end of the 19th century, it used to house
the Romanați County Technical Service, then served
as a dormitory for the Caracal Metallurgy Vocational
School. From 1995 to 2000 it was the headquarters of
the city’s Financial Administration.

On the morning of June 11th, 1848, the revolutionaries reached Caracal,
where they were given a triumphant welcome at the city’s southern entrance
by a crowd of town folk, peasants from the area and gendarmes led by
Gheorghe Magheru, together with top public figures of the city. A monument
created by sculptor I.Mladin was erected in than spot in 1955.

Radu Șerban House

The Statue of the Goddess Ceres

Adress: Caracal, No.5, Radu Șerban street

It is one of the city’s oldest monuments, the work of an unknown sculptor. It
was named “Ceres”after the Roman goddess of agriculture and cereal. The
statue portrays a young woman carrying wild flowers in the lap of her skirt
and bearing flower wreaths on her head and in her right hand.

I

t was built in 1923 and owned by primary school
teacher Vâlcu Şerban, father of Radu Şerban.
One of the foremost composers of post-war
Romania, Radu Şerban died in 1984, at the age of
only 57. His works, Oraşul meu natal ( My Home
Town ), Strada ( The Street ), A fost prietenul meu
( He Was My Friend ), Ilustrate cu flori de câmp

(Postcards of Wild Flowers) and Prieten drag (Dear
Friend) have been preformed by great artists such
as Margareta Pâslaru, Anda Călugăreanu, Ion
Dichiseanu, Corina Chiriac, Adrian Roncescu,
Ştefan Bănică, Dan Spătaru and Marina Voica. The
building was sold bz the composer’s sister, Olimpia,
în 1979.

The “Susurul” Statue
The bronze statue located very close to the recreational lake in the middle
of C.Poroineanu Park is a small fountain. A beautiful, yet sad woman is
holding an amphora from which a thin stream of water flows constantly.
The statue is placed on a plinth bearing the following inscription:” The
SUSURRATION spring dedicated to my adored wife ZOE – GENERAL
– GEORGE FLORESCU nee Ploeşteanu – of Caracal’ and is the work of
sculptor I.Dumitriu-Bârlad.

Monuments and Statues
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Accommodation

Instituții de utilitate publică

Retro Boutque Hotel
Adress: Caracal. No.2, Radu Şerban street
Telephone: +40 349 404 005 / +40 785 780 837
Website: www. retro-hotel.ro
E-mail: contact@retro-hotel.ro

Primăria Municipiului Caracal
Adress:Piaţa Victoriei, nr. 10, Caracal
Telephone: +40 249 511 384 / +40 249 511 386
Fax: +40 249 517 516
www.primariacaracal.ro

Vila Edinburgh
Adress: Caracal, No.4A, Cuza Vodă street
Telephone: +40 249 518 888 / +40 767 776 777
Website: www.hotel-edinburgh.ro
Hostel Romula
Adress: Caracal, No.14, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 249 514 111 / +40 742 049 744
Website: www.hotel-romula.ro

Hostel Primavera
Adress: Caracal, No.29, Negru-Vodă street
Telephone: +40 249 512 620 / +40 722 100 022
Website: www.hotel-primavera.ro
Hostel Cristal Home
Adress: Caracal, No.61A, General Magheru street
Telephone: +40 764 006 099 / +40 349 880 116
Camere de închiriat No Name
Adress: Caracal, No.102, Târgu Nou street
Telephone: +40 249 512 736 / +40 766 263 441
Pensiunea turistică Casa Marly
Adress: Caracal, No.141, 1 Decembrie 1918street
Telephone: +40 760 652 545 / +40 249 516 455

Restaurants and Cafes
Retro Restaurant
Adress: Caracal, No.2, Radu Şerban street
Telephone: +40 349 404 005 / +40 785 780 837
Website: www. retro-hotel.ro
E-mail: contact@retro-hotel.ro
Restaurant A&B
Adress: Catacal. No.1, Intrarea 1 Decembrie 1918 street
Telephone: +40 249 511 898 / +40 786 603 720
Website: www.restaurant-ab.ro
Restaurant Casa Marly
Adress: Caracal, No.141, 1 Decembrie 1918 street
Telephone: +40 249 516 455 / +40 760 652 545
Restaurant Clasic
Adress: Caracal, No.10A, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 249 512 177
Website: www.restaurant-clasic.ro

Restaurant Romula Imperial
Adress: Caracal, No.14, Piața Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 742 049 744
Cafenea Gato Noble
Adress: Caracal, No.18, Parângului street
Telephone: +40 249 514 351
Website: www.gatonoble.ro
Coquette Caffe & Bistro
Adress: Caracal, No.14, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 249 513 161 / +40 749 922 244
The Pub by Coquette
Adress: Caracal, No.14, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 249 513 161 / +40 749 922 244
Cafeneaua CM
Adress: Caracal, No.4, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 765 905 428

Restaurant Champions
Adress: Caracal, No.18, Cuza Vodă street
Telephone: +40 249 512 120

Irish Pub
Adress: Caracal, No.12, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 249 514 155

Restaurant Dolce Vita
Adress: Caracal, No.5, Piaţa Victoriei street
Telephone: +40 742 222 111

Oscar Pub
Adress: Caracal, No.4, Andrei Mureșanu street
Telephone: +40 766 680 093

Restaurant Spago
Adress: Caracal, No.1, ground floor, General Gheorghe
Magheru street
Telephone: +40 764 177 330
Website: www.restaurant-spago.ro

Paka Club&Cafe
Adress: Caracal, Str. Piața Victoriei (Store Central –
ground floor)
Telephone: +40 767 973 397

Restaurant Roma Events
Adress: Caracal, No.110-114, General Gheorghe Magheru
street
Telefon: +40 742 039 530

Pensiunea No Name
Adress: Caracal, No.102, Str. Târgu Nou street
Telephone: +40 249 512 736
Rockcafe Hush
Adress: Caracal, A.Caracalla street, Bl. K (Tower block)
Telephone: +40 766 531 198

Spitalul Municipal Caracal
Adress:Str. Plevnei, nr. 36, Caracal
Telephone: +40 249 512 369
Poliţia Municipiului Caracal
Adress:Str. Toma Ruşcă, nr. 3, Caracal
Telephone: +40 249 512 003
Gara Caracal
Adress:Str. Walter Mărăcineanu, nr. 2, Caracal
Telephone: +40 249 511 162
Serviciul Public Comunitar pentru Eliberarea şi
Evidenţa Paşapoartelor
Adress:Piaţa Victoriei, nr.10, Caracal
Telephone: +40 249 436 846

Căi de aces în Caracal:
Transport rutier:
Bucureşti – Craiova – Timişoara (E70)
Corabia – Râmnicu Vâlcea – Sibiu (DN 54; DN 64)
Transport aerian:
Aeroportul internațional Craiova (60 km):
http://www.aeroportcraiova.ro/
Aeroportul Internațional Henri Coandă București
(Otopeni) (200 km):
http://www.bucharestairports.ro/
Transport feroviar:
Mersul trenurilor CFR Călători:
http://www.infofer.ro/
http://www.mersultrenurilorcfr.ro/imtif/rute.aspx?lng=ro
Mersul trenurilor Softrans:
http://www.softrans.ro/
http://www.softrans.ro/mersul-trenurilor.html
Transport fluvial:
Feribot Bechet-Oreahovo:
http://www.spet.ro/?lang=ro

About Caracal
The caracal city national centre for
information and promotion of tourism
Adress: Caracal, Jud.Olt, Str. Piata Victoriei nr 35B
Telephone: /fax: +40 349 407 005
Mobil: +40 768 998 014
E-mail: cniptcaracal@yahoo.com
Website: www.cniptcaracal.ro
The Caracal City National Centre for Information and
Promotion of Tourism is located in the city centre, across
the street from Constantin Poroineanu Park, on a main
arterial road. It offers an open, impartial and objective
approach to visitors of Caracal city, locals seeking to get
to know their city better and learn about ways to spend
their leisure time, as well as to tourist establishments.
The information provided regards sights and tourist
itineraries in and around the city, tourist facilities (hotels,
room and board establishments, restaurants, clubs, travel
agencies, car rent agencies) and recreational activities.
The National Centre for Information and Promotion
of Tourism can provide tourists with brochures, maps
and travel guides in several internationally widespread
languages, as well as with internet access to travel
information, an interactive map etc.

Basic information about caracal
Surface: 72 km²
Height: 95.5 – 128.3 m.a.s.l.
Population: 30,953 inhabitants
Time zone: GMT + 2
Climate: temperate continental with submediterranean
influences
Calling code: Romania +40; Olt County 0249
Currency: The Romanian currency is the leu (singular
‘leu’, plural ‘lei’), which is subdivided into bani
(singular ‘ban’, plural ‘bani’)
The coins in circulation are of 1, 5, 10 and 50 bani.
The notes in circulation are of 1, 5, 10, 100, 200 and
500 lei. Money can be exchanged at banks or exchange
offices. Do not expose yourself to risks by exchanging
money in the street!
POWER SUPPLY
The electricity voltage and frequency are 220 V, 50 Hz.
Generally doublepin continental power sockets are used.
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY (Ambulance, Police,
Hospital, fire department) call the single emergency
number 112.

Instituții de utilitate
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THE INTERNATIONAL FOLKLORE
FESTIVAL “THE ROMANIAN CĂLUŞ”

E

very year, in the Pentecost week, in Caracal,
at the heart of the Romanati Plateau is
organised the International Folklore Festival
"The Romanian Căluş", this time celebrating its
46th edition.
The festival takes place under the aegis of the
Local Council and the City Hall of Caracal, in
partnership with the National Tourism Agency,
UNESCO and the National Commission of Romania
for UNESCO and the Olt County Center for the
Promotion of Popular Traditions.
The event aims at revitalizing and promoting the
oldest spectacular folkloric event and capitalizing
on the tradition of căluş with its components: music,
dance and theater, valorification of the traditional
clothes, as well as the development of international
participation by inviting and promoting immaterial
values included in the UNESCO heritage.
The festival opens every year with the căluş
traditional clothes, the folk bands and ensembles
parade and represents, every time, a frantic
outpouring of rhythms and colors, of varied
choreographed figures, of shouting and rapid
beatings of spurs, a true ethno-folkloric recital, in
which the Oltenian horas and sarbas catch up with
the beauty of the Wallachian step's flight, with the
graceful jump of the Transylvanian dance and with
the Moldavian tropots. Every summer, on Pentecost,
from all corners of the country, are gathering on the
Romanti Plateau, in Caracal - for a few days the
capital of the Romanian Căluş - the căluşari from
Oltenia and Wallachia, the căluşeri from Banat
and Transylvania, the căiuţi from Moldavian,

representative folk ensembles from the country
and from abroad, united by the same sweetness of
brotherhood in customs.
The program of events of the International Folklore
Festival "The Romanian Căluş" includes:
• The traditional clothes parade and street
demonstrations of virtuosity of the participating
ensembles;
• Performances of the invited căluşari bands and
folk ensembles;
• Street animations;
• Traditional Crafts Fair – a traditional products
exhibition and "MADE IN CARACAL" Fair - an
exhibition of Caracal Producers;
• Scientific Symposium on the recognition
and promotion of the căluş habit - with the
participation of the members of the Immaterial
Cultural Heritage Protection Commission
"Căluşul" and of the delegations of the căluşari
and folklore ensembles invited;
• Recitals by folk music soloists.

The International Folklore Festival "The Romanian
Căluş" represents a good opportunity to promote the
Caracal area, being the biggest festival in Romania
that sustains, valorizes and promotes the oldest
and most authentic folklore manifestation with
spectacular character - the habit of the căluş with
all its elements: music, dance and theater. At the
same time, it creates the opportunity to highlight the
traditional clothing and encourages its preservation
and transmission as close to authentic as possible, as
well as the development of international participation
by inviting and promoting immaterial values
from the UNESCO heritage countries. Organized

in partnership with the National Authority for
Tourism, the International Folklore Festival "The
Romanian Căluş" will be included in the national
and international cultural tourism circuit.
This encourages the circulation of cultural
and artistic values, the support of national and
international mobility and the fostering of cultural
dialogue between the bands of căluşari from the
main folkloric areas, folk ensembles, researchers
and choreographers, and the countries participating
in the festival with similar customs, promoting the
tradtional clothes, the craftsmen and their authentic
products.
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THE NATIONAL POP MUSIC FESTIVAL
RADU ŞERBAN

THE COMEDY FESTIVAL

F

or over 140 years, Caracal
has
an
exceptional
theatrical heritage, on the
one hand, through the existence
of an imposing edifice - the
National Theater, on the other
hand through the uninterrupted
activity that established bands,
professional or amateur actors
have sustained over time.
The Comedy Festival takes
place in the form of a mini-season
of comedy theaters (professional
and amateur) that present theater
plays for adults and theater plays
for children.
The
festival
has
an
uncompetitive character, aiming
at an objective panorama
of some of the best comedy
productions (for children and
for adults) of Romanian theaters
(professional and amateur) from
the last seasons.
The festival takes place over
a period of 4 days, the invited

troops presenting, in the morning
- theater plays for children, and
in the evening - theater plays for
adults.
Depending on the directorial
and scenographic idea, the
show can be held in any kind
of space, at the choice of the
band, with respect to the unity
of the show (the scene as a
stand-alone playing space or the
stage as a play space and space
for the public and/or the foyer).
Performances take place inside
the Caracal National Theater.
During the festival there are
organized public meetings with
directors, critics, playwrights,
theater directors, actors, etc.
The concept of the festival
proposes the idea of discovering
theater as a way of expression
and highlighting its major role in
the cultural development of the
individual and of the community.
The Comedy Festival outlines

a space devoted to the theatrical
arts that stimulates the cultural
consumption of the public of
all ages and social conditions,
the promotion of domestic and
foreign dramatic creations, as
well as the best performances
based on Romanian comedy
texts.
There is thus created a
platform for dialogue between
different cultural personalities,
between professional theaters and
amateur theaters, maintaining
communication
networks
between theatrical institutions
and cultural exchanges.
The diversity of the theater
plays presented contributes to
a great extent to the promotion
of children's theater, amateur
theater troupes, and by attracting
as many theater viewers as
possible, increases the level
of cultural development of the
community.

I

n 1990 was organized the first
edition of the National Pop Music
Festival "Radu Şerban", an older
ambition of the Caracal habitants
to pay homage in early autumn to
the great composer born in Caracal.
Since then, fourteen editions have
been held, each of which has meant
a celebration of Romanian pop
music, a launching ramp for young
talents, and the joy of meeting,
in Caracal, with personalities of
Romanian musical life present in the
festival's juries: Ion Cristinoiu, Horia
Moculescu, Petre Geambaşu, Vasile
Veselovschi, Ionel Tudor, Viorel
Gavrilă, George Grigoriu, Dinu
Giurgiu, Titus Andrei, Florin Şişu,
Marina Voica, Şerban Georgescu ş.a.
S-au afirmat pe scena festivalului
Carmen Trandafir,
Călin Goia
(Voltaj), Paul Surugiu (Fuego),
Mihai Onilă (Axxa), Oana Radu
etc. Exceptional shows have been
given, at each edition, by: the
"Star 2000" band lead by Petre
Geambaşu, Horia Moculescu,

Aurelian Temişan, Adrian Enache,
Mihai Constantinescu, Anastasia
Lazariuc,
Carmen
Trandafir,
Gabriel Dorobanţu, Daniela Gyorfi,
Laurenţiu Duţă, Sanda Ladoşi,
Marina Voica, Fuego, Body&Soul,
Candy, Bosquito, Simplu, Andreea
Bălan, Alex Velea, Francesco
Napoli and many other well-known
musicians.
By organizing each edition,
we propose the festival to be an
exceptional musical event in the
life of the great composer's city, in
honor and appreciation of the value
of the Romanian pop music, whose
outstanding exponent was and will
remain Radu Şerban.
The festival - interpretation
contest is open to the participation of
young people aged 15-26 years and
aims at discovering and promoting
young talents in the music field,
stimulating a competitive spirit,
promoting the quality interpretation
act, and last but not least the
meeting of young performers with
personalities of the musical life of
our country.
The Interpretation Contest is
addressed to cultural institutions:
County Cultural Centers, Popular
Arts Schools and Vocational High
Schools that prepare young people
in the field of interpretation of pop
music.
Each contestant will present in
the contest two songs of Romanian
pop music with negative (mandatory
on CD) recorded in the order of

interpretation.
The
organizers
also give a prize for the best
performance of a Radu Serban's
song, recommending by regulation
that one of the songs belongs to the
great composer.
The
vocal-interpretative
qualities, the quality of the negatives,
the stage presence, the value and
the difficulty of the repertoire, the
originality of the interpretation are
criteria that the organizers consider
to be basic in order to grant the right
to participate in the contest.
The
jury
composed
of
personalities of the Romanian
musical life assures the preselection
of the competitors and appoints the
winners of the festival.
The festival takes place over
three days: two days of interpretation
contest, and the award ceremony
and laureates gala. Every evening,
the festival hosts solo recitals and
well-known music bands.
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THE FOLKLORE FESTIVAL
„LONGING FOR SPRING”

F

olklore is an inestimable
treasure that defines a
people, making it unique,
steadfast and immortal despite
the passage of time. Knowing
the folklore treasure, keeping
it and transmitting it is a sacred
duty to keep the culture of our
nation alive.
Children are the most
sensitive beings, always wanting
to know, understand and feel.
Through our approach, we try
to inoculate them with love and
respect for Romanian folklore.
The
Folklore
Festival
"Longing for Spring" - an
interpretation contest - aims at
discovering and promoting folk
music singers and instrumental
soloists among children and
young people, discovering and
valorizing authentic folk and
country songs, and encouraging
the promotion of young talents,
the stimulation of their interest
in the collection of folklore
and the skills of the show, the
promotion of the traditional
instruments, the appropriation
of the traditional clothing in

the area they represent for their
promotion and, last but not least,
the involvement of the festival
laureates in other inter-county,
national and international folk
manifestations.
The
Folklore
Festival
"Longing for Spring"
was
launched in 2005 in partnership
with Radio Romania Craiova
and the County Center for the
Promotion of Popular Traditions
Olt. The interpretation contest
is divided into two sections:
vocalist and instrumental soloist
of folk and country music,
addressing children and young
people in gymnasium and
highschool between the ages
of 12 and 18. The first editions
of the festival were attended
by competitors from Caracal
and neighboring localities,
and subsequently the area of
addressability
extended
to
competitors from all counties of
the country. The accompaniment
throughout the festival is ensured
by the Romanati Folk Ensemble.
The
Folklore
Festival
"Longing for Spring", through

THE THEATER AND SHORT FILM
YOUTH FESTIVAL „FesTin”
the interpretation contest, aims
at identifying and attracting as
many children and young people
from all parts of the country,
regardless of the urban or rural
environment they come from,
who have discovered their talent
in the interpretative field of
Romanian folklore and, at the
same time, to form a preparatory
ramp in the formation of a
musical career.
The program of the festival
includes

pre-selection

of

competitors (in two stages: one
for competitors from Caracal
and nearby localities, another for
competitors from other counties),
competitions

rehearsals,

the

competition on two sections, the
award ceremony of the winners.
During the festival, there will
be shows by renowned folk
and country music soloists and
folk shows presented by the
Romanati Folk Ensemble.

T

he festival launches a
challenge for young people
who have the inclination and
passion for theater and short film.
We are therefore addressing the
9th-12th grade high school students
in the normal and vocational
education institutions as well as
the Arts Schools and the teaching
staff that guides and encourages
their creativity and artistic feelings,
considering that talents must be
discovered and guided from an early
period, that is from school years.
By persuading young people to
express themselves in an artistic field
or just to participate, theater and film
can be the first steps for information,
knowledge and approach to art and
culture.
Theater and film are an integral
part of the evolution of society, and
its rhythm must reflect that of life
by recreating it artistically through
various emotions that even the
most sophisticated mind reading
machines deprive us of. Our project
does this: it attracts, involves,
challenges young people to recreate,
to discover the emotion, to discover
themselves.
The Theater and Short Film
Youth Festival „FesTin”, this year at
the 7th edition, is structured in two

sections: Short Film and Theater.
The venues are: the National
Theater, the Summer Theater, other
unconventional spaces.
In the Theater section there are
workshops (breathing techniques,
diction,
mime,
pantomime,
improvisation, stage motion, speech
presentation,
communication),
organized on a theme given to
all participants, coordinated by
specialized lecturers (actors, master
students at the Faculty of Theater and
Film. In this section will be held the
competition for the theater troupes
admitted after the preselection,
which will present a theater
performance of 30 minutes max
and for the individual performers
who will present, at their choice, the
monologue, the scenes, the moment
of creation / improvisation, no longer
than 15 minutes.
Depending on the directorial
and scenographic idea, the theater
performance can take place in any
kind of space, at the choice of the
band, with or without decoration
elements, but respecting the unity of
the show (the scene as a stand alone
playing space or the scene as a space
play and space for the public and / or
the foyer). Any genre belonging to
the theater can be approached.

Within the Short Film section,
workshops
are
organized,
coordinated by specialized lecturers
(operators, directors, master students
at the Faculty of Theater and Film).
These address the components of the
film scenario, the camera's creative
role, the sound phenomenon in
relation to the image, the artistic
functions of the installation, the
light and color in the film, the
cinematic styles, genres and trends,
the technique of writing a short
script, filming techniques as well as
writing a script for a 3-5 minute film
that will be performed by workshop
participants and will be projected
on the last day of the festival. And
within this section is the competition
for short films admitted after the
preselection.
During the festival there are
theater performances and film
screenings from the representatives
of professional theaters and
production houses in Romania.
The concept of the festival
proposes the idea of discovering
theater and film as ways of
expressing and highlighting the
major role that these arts have in
stimulating creativity and youth
education.
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NATIONAL ILLUSTRATION
COMPETITION „PROTOGENES

L

ately, the picture has
grown in size, with
different forms, more
graphic or pictorial, depending
on the training or the senses of
each artist.
Getting strength during
the period of critical realism,
developing during symbolism,
and effectively exploding into
the form of surrealism to find its
place especially by pop-art, the
picture is stubborn to present

us both real worlds, as well
as meditative or spontaneous
allegories.
Today the illustration appears
either in magazines or books,
either spontaneously, on the
seashore or at street corners, or
more simply on the internet.
That's why we decided that
for a while the illustration would
come through an organized
contest and in the exhibition.
The contest is aimed at young

people (experienced or earlystage artists) who can enroll with
illustrated works in techniques
of choice (pencil, charcoal, ink,
color pencils, pastel, watercolor,
gouache,
tempera,
mixed
techniques, etc.).
We seek inventiveness, talent
and training, elements that are
abundant in Caracal. Do not
hesitate! This may be the first
step ...

NATIONAL POETRY FESTIVAL
„VIRGIL CARIANOPOL”

T

he
"Virgil
Carianopol"
National Poetry Festival
is organized by the Local
Council of Caracal, the Municipal
Cultural Center and the Virgil
Carianopol Library, following the
model of a competition, according
to the rules of participation.
The Poetry Festival - Contest
aims to uncover the potential of
talented young people, who are
constantly seeking new ways of
expressing themselves poetically.
The festival takes place in May
each year and is structured in the
following sections:
- Debutants (poets who did not
make an editorial debut)
- The poets that are at the first
volume
- Consecrated poets
- Writers from Oltenia
Over time, the Poetry Festival
organized in Caracal had as guests

consecrated names of Romanian
culture: Ilarie Hinoveanu - writer,
Ion Potopin - writer, Virgil
Dumitrescu - writer, Constantin
Dumitrache - Radio Oltenia
Craiova editor, Ion Meițoiu - writer,
Alexandru Firănescu - literary
secretary of the National Theater
in Craiova, George Stanca – writer,
Aurelian Titu Dumitrescu - writer,
Emil Boroghină - actor, Gheorghe
Mihail - poet, Florea Miu - writer,
Ovdiu Ghidirmic - literary critic
and journalist, Gheorghe Grigurcu
- poet, essayist, aphorist, Petre Stroe
- writer, Nicolae Fulga - writer,
Paul Aretzu - poet, critic, essayist,
Dumitru Doman - novelist, Mircea
Bârsilă – poet, Mihai Duțescuwriter, director of the Oltenia
Museum in Craiova and others.
The jury of the poetry contest
awards prizes for a poet who did
not make an editorial debut, for a

poet at the first volume, a prize for a
consecrated poet, as well as special
prizes awarded to some writers from
Oltenia.
The main objectives of the
festival are to reinforce the local
and national importance of the event
among poetry creators, consecrated
authors and the specialized public,
discovering and encouraging young
talents attracted by poetic art,
discovery of new styles, acceptance
of diversity of expression, direct
relationship between debut poets
and recognized writers.
During the festival are organized
meetings of the guests and winners
of the contest with the public,
excursions with sightseeing of
tourist attractions in Caracal and
surroundings, book exhibitions, ex
libris and photos, newspaper and
magazine exhibitions from the press,
artistic program.
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NATIONAL THEATER FESTIVAL

T

he Caracal City Hall and
the Resistance Movement
organize, in memory of
the great actor Ştefan Iordache,
a national theater festival. It is
materialized, this way, the desire
of Mihaela Tonitza-Iordache
that the Caracal theater-jewel completely rebuilt according to
original sketches and plans - to
gather together the community
and the theatrical guild in the
name of value and memory of
personalities that are no longer.
On the stage of the Caracal
Theater, where big actors
played in the last century, like
Constantin Nottara, Aristide
Demetriade, Maria Ventura,
Elvira Popescu, Lucia Sturdza
Bulandra,
Ion
Manolescu,
George Calboreanu, Nicolae
Bălţăţeanu, Ion Iancovescu,
George Vraca, Elvira Godeanu,
Mărioara Voiculescu, Alexandru
Giugaru, Grigore Vasiliu-Birlic
and many, many more, now
climb for the continuity of the art
they serve, other actors, famous
actors of the moment, drawing
at the same time the path of new
generations. This is the purpose
of the Theater of Caracal, with
a secular history, built by the
locals who knew how to invest

in solid, lasting things, and who
understood that a time-proof
theater means light, it means
civilization.
Each edition of the National
Theater Festival in Caracal was
dedicated to a personality from
the Romanian theater world:
Ştefan Iordache, Liviu Ciulei,
Victor Rebengiuc, Radu Beligan.
The most important theaters
in Romania present, in the
festival, reference performances
from the Romanian and universal
repertoire.
The following played for
the spectators of Caracal:
Radu Beligan (Conferences
- "Confessions about life and
art"), Ion Caramitru, Horaţiu
Mălăele and Adrian Naidin
(cello) - "Caramitru - Mălăele,
as many as moons and stars"
Victor Rebengiuc, Gheorghe
Zamfir and Grigore Leşe, Emil
Boroghin, Nicu Alifantis, IL
Caragiale National Theater
in Bucharest ("The Egoist",
"Dinner with Fools", "The
Letter"), Bucharest Comedy
Theater, The Odeon Theater
("Gaitele", "Pyramus & Thisbe
4 You", "The Chiefs", "The Lost
Letter", "The Seagull", "The
Woman Who Lost His Garters"

Joe Mega Joy", "Adventures of
Habarnam"), Metropolis Theater
("Story End", "Love Stories",
Jubilee, "Tsar Ivan Changes
the Job"), Bulandra Theater
(Uncle Vanea, The Death of a
Salesman"), The Theater ("Miss
Daisy and her driver"), Act
Theater ("Home to Dad", "Well
... what are we talking about
here, sir?"), Nottara Theater
(The Man of Chance)
The Shakespeare International Festival, held in Craiova,
chose through Emil Boroghina's
good will, the stage of the Theater
in Caracal for outstanding
theatrical performances. The
following played here at the
National Theater Festival, OKT
- Vilnius Cuty Theater, Lithuania
- "Master and Margaret", Great
Propeller Theater in Great Britain
- "The Comedy of Errors".
"It is good to revere in front of
values as long as they are alive.
All the shows I have invited to
the festival are landmarks of
the Romanian theater. They're
fantastic troops waiting to come
to Caracal more often".
(Marina Constantinescu,
festival director)
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THE ROMANATI FOLK ENSEMBLE

CARACAL MUNICIPAL THEATER

E

F

stablished in 1990 to
carry on the activity of
the "Alunelul" Ensemble
of the House of Culture, the
Romanati
Folk
Ensemble
became soon one of the artistic
groups highly appreciated in the
local, national and European
cultural landscape. The ensemble
is coordinated by the dancing
master Florian Teodorescu.
Made up of amateur artists,
the ensemble has already been
remarked through its rich and
varied repertoire, the beauty
of dances and songs, the
authenticity of popular costumes
and the high esteem of its art.
Being composed of dancers,
folk singers, vocal soloists and
instrumentalists of folk music,
the Romanati Folk Ensemble
performs musical-choreographic
shows, traditional shows in
festivals, concerts, traditional
clothing parades, TV shows,
workshops, etc. They present
in each season premieres with
thematic content, corroborated
with
instrumental
and
choreographic virtuosities.
Messenger of romanatian
folklore, the Romanati Folk
Ensemble of the Caracal
Municipal
Cultural
Center
revealed the mastery of the
dance, the charm of the song
and the beauty of the folk

costumes both in folk festivals
in Botosani, Deva, Hunedoara,
Ramnicu-Valcea, Zalau, Radauti,
Câmpulung
Moldovenesc,
Gura Humorului, Vatra Dornei,
Fălticeni, Lugoj, Bistriţa Năsăud,
Târgu Mureş, Sibiu, Târgu Jiu,
Oradea and abroad in Orhei and
Chisinau - Republic of Moldova,
Burgas, Omurtag, Oreahovo,
Montana, Vidin - Bulgaria, the
International Folklore Festival
in the Czech Republic, the World
Dance Festival in Tilburg Netherlands, Brussels - Belgium,
Selargius - Italy, Abragao and
Penafiel in Portugal.
The performances usually
performed
and
presented
over the years, "Sunday
Hora", "Romanaţi type Hora",
"Pentecost in the morning", "The
Căluşari", "Songs and Games of
the Haiducs", "Nedeia de Sf.
Gheorghe", "Hora de pomana"
the "Water of Life", "The Game
of Fire", etc., have highlighted
the novelty, the richness and the
beauty of our folk traditions.
The active repertoire of
the ensemble comprises over
100 popular games in the
following areas: Romanati, Oaş,
Bistriţa - Năsăud, Moldova,
Bihor, Maramureş, Bucovina,
Dobrogea, Muntenia, and in
the repertoire of vocal and
instrumental soloists there are

beautiful folk songs from almost
all areas of the country.
The
Căluş,
appreciated
as the most representative
Romanian popular dance with
deep resonances in history, is
seated in a place of honor and
is considered by the Romanati
Folk Ensemble his visiting card.
Generations of vocal soloists,
instrumentalists and the folkloric
vocal group have highlighted the
beautiful songs from Romanati
area but also from other parts
of the country, and the dancers
have made valuable use of the
beautiful folk dances specific
to our places as well as of the
most important ethnoflocloric
areas in our country. They all
contributed to the fame they
enjoy, both the song and the
popular Oltenian dance in our
area, in the country and abroad.
All of them have given body and
soul, over the years, to the noble
mission of being messengers of
the Romanati folklore
The musical illustration of
the ensemble's performances
is provided by the naist Daniel
Voicu and the choreography of
the performances is signed by
the choreographer Cristian Velea
and the choreographer Florian
Teodorescu.

or over 140 years, theater has been played in
Caracal. Professional troupes and amateur
troupes support their performances on the stage
of the imposing edifice - the National Theater - a space
created for the actors' play, for the mind and heart of
the spectator, that space that brings people around
artists into a world of hope.
Caracal Municipal Theater was founded in
December 1955 under the name of Popular Theater.
It is composed entirely of amateur actors and is
coordinated by director Florin Beciu .
Since 1990, it has staged, with its own forces or
directed by professional artists, theater performances
for all ages, approaching a varied repertoire:
(„Duminica oamenii n-au poreclă” after Marin
Sorescu, „O scrisoare pierdută” by I.L. Caragiale,
director Mihai Lungeanu, scenography Alexandru
Maftei, „Sganarelle” by Moliere, director Mihai
Lungeanu, scenography Alexandru Maftei, „Biografii”
after Marin Sorescu, „Preşul” by Ion Băieşu, director
and scenography Alexandru Maftei, „Arendaşul
român”, „Lumea – imperiul imposibilului” after
texts by I.L.Caragiale, director Florin Beciu, „Titanic
vals” by Tudor Muşatescu, director and scenography
Alexandru Maftei, „Proştii sub clar de lună” by Teodor
Mazilu, director and scenography Mihai Lungeanu,
„Tango, Monsieur?” by Aldo Lo Castro, director and
scenography Mihai Lungeanu, „În căutarea sensului
pierdut” by Ion Băieşu, director and scenography
Mihai Lungeanu, „Procesul Caragiale – Caraion”
after texts by Caragiale, director Florin Beciu, „Room
service” by Ray Conney, director and scenography
Mihai Lungeanu, „Jocul dragostei şi-al întâmplării” by
Marivaux, director and scenography Andi Sebastian
Tuinea „Căsătoria” by Gogol, director and scenography
Florin Beciu, „Realitatea all inclusive” after texts by
I.L.Caragiale, director Florin Beciu, „Soţul păcălit”
by Moliere, scenography Virgil Popa, director Florin
Beciu, „Napoleon era fată” after Margaret Mayo,
scenography Viorel Chirea, director Florin Beciu,
„Cap ai, minte ce-ţi mai trebuie” after texts by
Caragiale, scenography Virgil Popa, director Florin
Beciu „Vacanţă în Guadelupa” by Pierre Sauvil and
Eric Assous, director and scenography Florin Beciu. In
work is the theater play "The 7th Command" by Dario
Fo, scenography Virgil Popa, directed by Florin Beciu.
The recognition of the activity of the Municipal
Theater band results from the artistic quality of the
performances, from the participation at other festivals
in the country, from the awards and especially from the
training and the existence of a theater audience.
Besides the troupe of the Municipal Theater there is
also the "alTfel" theater group, which includes young
high school students. The young actors played in

children and youth shows like „Magazinul cu jucării”
by Alexandru Popescu, director and scenography
Florin Beciu, „Pădurea fermecată”, by Otilia Cârstea,
scenography Virgil Popa, director Florin Beciu,
„Pinocchio” by Carlo Collodi, scenography Diana
Maria Mitulescu, director Florin Beciu, „Vis de
dragoste” after Alfred de Musset and Shakespeare,
director Florin Beciu, „Stele-n cer”, texts by Mihai
Eminescu, director Florin Beciu, „Ceasul fermecat” by
Otilia Cârstea, scenography Diana Maria Mitulescu,
director Florin Beciu, „Ţara lui Gufi” by Matei Vişniec,
director Florin Beciu. In work there is the children's
theater show "Wizard of Oz", adaptation after Frank
Baum by Doru Enache, scenography Diana Maria
Mitulescu, directed by Florin Beciu.
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CORABIA –

the port city on the Danube

CORABIA is the port city on the Danube which
preserves the romanticism of the old Danube harbors,
full of parks and the fragrance of hundreds of lime
trees. There were the old fortress of the Dacians
over which Emperor Aurelian built a fortress,

consecutively rebuilt by Emperors Constantine the
Great and Justinian.
The old market and river port, the city provides a
number of objectives to be visited.

Sucidava Fortress

Corabia Museum

The inscription from the third century,
which certifies the name of Sucidava
(after Octopus Toropu and C. Tătulea)

The northern wall of the city

The Roman-Byzantine fortress Sucidava, the
town of Corabia, the Celei district (2nd-3rd century,
the Roman-Byzantine era) - a historical monument
of national importance, of category A, included in
the list of historical monuments in Romania. The
ancient settlement Sucidava was born on the left
bank of the Danube, in the Neolithic age.
The most important scientific and archeological
findings were in the seventh decade of the
nineteenth century by Frenchmen Boissiere and
Ch. Baudrysi in the nineteenth century, dating to
the legendary August Treboniu Laurian and the
student Alexandru Popovici. At the beginning of
the XXth century, research was carried out by
Grigore G.Tocilescu şi ParvanVasile.
Since
1936
archaeological
excavation
campaigns have been initiated, conducted until
1981 by Dumitru Tudor, between 1982-1995, the
Corabia city Hall

researches were continued by Octavian Toropu,
and since 1995 until today, prof. Dr. Petre Gherghe,
from the University of Craiova. As members of
the research teams, they have contributed over
time: Expectatus Bujor, Marin Nica, Constantin C.
Petolescu, Gheorghe Popilian, Octavian Toropu,
Lucian Amon, Liviu Petculescu, Mirela Cojoc,
Onoriu Stoica, Vasiliţă Stephen.
After the inclusion of Dacia in the Roman
Empire, a civilian settlement will be built in
Sucidava. With the Aurelian retreat, the Romans
built here a fortress
Emperor Constantine the Great will turn the
Sucidava fortress into a military base that protects
the Transdanubian bridge it builds near the fortress.
At the same time, the Emperor will rebuild the
Western Gate, entering the city.
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The Sucidava Fortress concludes its first stage of
existence after the Huns attacks in 447, but will
revive under Justinian and will resist until the
Avar-Slav attacks of the 6th century.
Near the Paleobizantine basilica, to the
southeast, there is the hypocaust building. Under
the floor of the building there are 176 pilacars to
ensure the circulation of warm air, heated in an
external furnace called praefurnium. The building
was probably the seat of the city's commander and
dates back to the 4th-5th centuries BC.
The hypocaust building
The ruins of the bridge foot of Constantine the Great

West Gate of Sucidava

The Paleobizantine basilica is typical of the
Christian churches: the altar to the east and the
entrance to the west. Inside the basilica, under the
floor, 6 burial tombs were found, including an adult
whose skeleton measures 1.97 m, arranged for
tourists to visit. Dates from the 6th century BC and
is the oldest architectural monument of its kind so
far discovered in the north of the Danube.
Paleobizantine basilica

The pillar of the bridge linking the foot of
Constantine the Great's bridge to the West Gate

The "secret fountain" of Sucidava, today
restored and integrated into the touring circuit,
is the most attractive tourist spot. It is located in
the southern part of the fortress and captures, at
a depth of 18 m, one of the powerful springs at
The "secret fountain" (access corridor and well)

Access path from the bridge to the West Gate

the foot of the plateau, about 14 m south of the
enclosure wall. It was built during the Emperor
Justinian in the sixth century and had the role of
securing the water supply of the garrison during
the siege.

The complex of medieval fortifications was
built in the 12th century and resisted until the 16th
century, having the role of resistance against the
Ottoman offensive. It had a triangular shape and
occupies an area of 900-1000 square meters. On the
south and east sides it was bounded by the walls
of the old fortress, and westward it was blocked by
a reinforcement with a wave of earth and palisade,
preceded by a wide ditch 4.00-4.50 m, about 4.30
m, which cut the plateau in this part in the northeast-south-west direction.
In the period 2009-2016, the City Hall of Corabia,
as a beneficiary, realized and implemented the

project on European funds "Rehabilitation of the
historical monument Sucidava fortress in the town
of Corabia, Olt county and its introduction into the
tourist circuit", through the Ministry of Regional
Development and Public Administration , and
through the South-West Regional Development
Agency Oltenia. The total value of the project
was 14,606,552.53 lei and it had the following
objectives: protection of the archaeological site,
construction of a visit to the fortress, construction
of a site museum and a base for preservation and
restoration of artefacts from archaeological research
from the past and the future.

The site museum building

Entrance to the berm of the city
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The origin of the name of the ancient hamlet of
Corabia is supported by an ancient legend that the
founding of this settlement is related to the existence
of the road of transhumance of the shephrds coming
from the mountains during the winter to shelter the
flocks in the Danube's meadow. In one autumn, they
found the remains of a ship that struck the remains
of a pillar of the bridge of Constantine the Great,
then wreak on the lands temporarily inhabited by
shepherds. They gathered them by using them to
build shelters, which in time have multiplied, thus
setting up a settlement called Corabia. It is certain
that on September 6, 1598, the date of the document
by which Michael the Brave strengthened his
property over 23 villages bought during Craiova's
great ban, refers to the place named Vadul Corabiei
("And again bought reign but my border is known
from the top of Magdura of Borduh at the water of
the Danube, which is called Vadul Corabiei ... ")
Mihai Viteazul's document provided the necessary
scientific support to establish the year 1598 as a date
of documentary attestation of Corabia.
The establishment of the city of Corabia was
due to strictly economic necessities due to a petition
brought to the ruler of A.I.Cuza in 1859 by 37
merchants in the city of Caracal, who supported
the establishment of a port city on the Danube to
facilitate the commercialization of cereals.
After long steps, the dream of the Romanian
merchants was fulfilled in 1871, when Prince Carol
promulgated the Law of the founding of Corabia.
By the Royal Decree of April 6, 1881, the Corabia
will be declared an urban commune, enjoying the
next few years of rapid development, being the
second harvest harbor after Braila.
The Independence Monument in Siliştioara is
built in 1985 at the initiative of the Corabia People's

Council. It is 15 m tall and consists of a prismatic
base on which sides are represented in basorelief
scenes that evoke the passage of the Danube by
the Romanian Army in the War of Independence in
1877. On top of the bronze base, a statuary group
depicts, in ascending composition, a group of
fighters, advancing under the folds of the country's
flag. It is the work of a group of sculptors led by
Mircea Ştefănescu.
The Cross of Independence in the Siliştioara
neighborhood was designed by a Historical
Monuments Commission in Bucharest in 1937.
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Since 1990 it has been installed on the DN 54 road,
right at the place where the bridge of ships in 1877
was built and over which the Army Romanian
headed by Prince Carol I .
The Independence Monument in the city
center was raised at the initiative of veterans of
the Independence War. It is inaugurated in 1929,
the work of the sculptor Mircea Iordanescu. The
monument consists of a base on which a bronze

sculpture group was formed, representing a soldier
in a brave position, stimulated by a female figure
in a peasant costume, symbolizing the genius of
Romania. The monument is framed by two cannons
with wooden wheels.
The parish church "Holy Trinity" (18951907), Corabia, str. Cuza-Vodă, nr. 58, is an
imposing architectural structure, its size being the
second one between the churches of Oltenia after
Madona-Dudu in Craiova. The Renaissance painting
was painted by C. Pascali and N. Grimani painters
in Bucharest, and the oak joinery by a Czech master,
Iosif Obdersalek. The first Hiertonisite priest was
E.Marculescu.
The building of the Corabia Town Hall
on Str. Cuza Vodă 57, was begun in 1891 during
the mayoralty of Dumitru Buzdun, a prominent
personality of Corabia and finished in 1899. The
construction was built according to the plans
of the architect engineer Clement Segall, in the
architectural style of the late nineteenth century and
beginning of the century XX.
Building of the Archeology Museum of
Etnography of the Corabia Cultural House on Str.
Cuza Voda nr.65 is considered the emblem of the city
due to its architectural style and monumentality. Built
by Cosma Constantinescu, the Corbean banker, is part
of the cultural heritage of local interest. The palace,
built by Italian architects in the style of the early
twentieth-century architecture, was completed in 1911,
forming part of the tumultuous urban construction
built by the great landowners in the young town first
established as a port by royal decree year 1871. For
almost half a century, several clubs and societies such
as the Junimea Society, the Communist Council, the
Cultural League for the unity of all Romanians, etc.
were well-known in the building. The locals were
well-known for dancing, Red Cross Ball, Student Ball,
Trading Ball, Ball of the Craftsmen.

Corabia City Hall
In 1951, at the proposal of the Oltenia Museum
headed by Prof. Dr. Nicolaescu Plopsor, on the
ground floor of the building, the current Museum
of Archeology and Ethnography is established,
starting with the well-known archaeological and
ethnographic collections of the Corbean banker
George Georgescu, and in 1953 on the floor of the
building the House of Culture is established. It has
activated the Folk Orchestra of the Culture House,
headed by the celebration of the name of the land,
just like Marin Basangeac, Gelu Barabancea, etc.
Clădirea Muzeului și a Casei de Cultură
The tourist and recreational port of Corabia
was arranged by a project that benefited from a
grant from European funds worth over 7 million
lei. The port stretches over an area of 8,700 meters²
and the investment resulted in the execution of

some hydro-technical works to allow cruise
and passenger ships access, the construction
of mooring docks, platforms, connection to the
utilities network. The portrait represents the
attraction of the city.

Port turistic Corabia - Loc de promenadă

Cheiul portului turistic
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Visit us: www.dobrosloveni-turistic.ro

DOBROSLOVENI – Olt County
About DOBROSLOVENI

D

obrosloveni, the place where this festival
takes place, is a commune filled by history
and tradition, which was first mentioned
on 1st September 1579 during the rule of Radu
Mihnea, Voivode of Wallachia. The commune
of Dobrosloveni is composed of five villages:
Dobrosloveni, Frasinetu, Potopinu, Reşca and
Reşcuta.

Reşca is situated in the North-East part of
Dobrosloveni and was built in place of the ancient
city ROMULA-MALVA.
Romula, the capital of Dacia Inferior and later
called Dacia Malvensis, is the only great city of
Dacia with a Latin name which reminds of the great
metropolis of antiquity.

This place has been granted geographical
features favourable to the human settlements since
the primitive communal system as the first evidence
of the human presence in Romula belongs to the
Neolithic period represented by various cultures of
which the most important is Vădastra.
The existence of the human being continued
during the Bronze and Iron Age and that fact is
proved by the numerous archaeological evidence
pertaining to these periods.
Materials discovered during the research made
in the Arab Philip's aria in 2006- Romula Malva
By the arrival of the Romans there had been
a strong rural Dacian settlement in here which,
according to some researchers, would bear the name
of Malva?
The Roman presence on the territory of the
future city dates back to the beginning of the 2nd
century during the wars to conquer Dacia.
During this time several Roman legions were
sent in the area - Legio XI Claudia and Flavia
Cohors I Comangenorum – on military missions
such as the territorial defence.
Current path that overlaps a former Roman road
along which unfold Necropolis Sud0
The presence of these military units is sustained
by the ground camp with surge protection which
dates back to 105-106 AD the Romans built to
defend the new conquered territory.
During the reign of Emperor Hadrian there were
brought settlers in Romula who were to found the
new civil settlement here in place of the old camp.
The first settlers lived together with the GetoDacian local people but in time, the local population
was removed on the outskirts, which, as the city was
developing, was most likely to receive the name of
Romula (the little Rome). Until the official award
of the name, the land is supposed to have been
called Malva, the old name of the Dacian settlement
existed on the area where later Romula arose.
The Dacian name that had a strong resonance
among the inhabitants of the Roman settlement was
taken over by the new founded one preserving the
memory of the inhabitants even after the city was
officially named Romula. Therefore, it was used
later in the title of Dacia Malvensis.
In the 2nd century Romula received the rank of
city which was attested by three inscriptions: two
of them discovered at Romula - a funerary stele
and a fragment of votive plaque and the third one
discovered at Oescus which mentioned that Romula
was a city.

Sarcophagus of Aelius Julius Iulianus
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It is believed that the raising to the rank of city
occurred in 119-120 AD during the administrative
reform under the reign of Emperor Hadrian.
The events of these years were suddenly to
change the status of this settlement as it became an
important urban centre with politico-administrative
status of residence which Hadrian gave much
prominence. Thus the ancient Dacian settlement
conquered by the Romans became an urban
settlement, the capital of Dacia Inferior, called
Romula and rose to the rank of city.
Raised to the rank of the capital of the province
Romula experienced a real development of urban
life. The city was surrounded by a fortified belt and
the first large buildings were erected. It is also now
that the city became an important tax and customs
centre and the residence of the Dacia Inferior
Governors.
The promotion of Romula to the rank of colony
is also attested by several inscriptions such as: the
worship statuary dedicated to Diana and Apollo, the
votive relief dedicated to goddess Dardan and the
sacrofag of Aelius Iulius Iulianus which occured
under the reign of Emperor Septimius Sever, the
Roman Emperor who, for the last time, granted
such urban dignities in Dacia. After this event the
development of Romula continued at the same
rate reaching its peak in the early decades of the
2nd century. There were built imposing buildings,
the administrative edifice and a residential
neighbourhood.
Called now the capital of Dacia Malvensis
until the Aurelian withdrawal, Romula-Malva was
the residence of the procurators of the province
considered to be the main stronghold of the Roman
world in the South-Carpathian Dacia and of the
resistance against the increasingly attacks of the
Carps and Gets.
The barbarian attacks that took place by the
middle of the 3rd century at the eastern border
of the province triggered the crisis of the Roman
domination in Dacia, bringing in the forefront of the
events the southern regions, particularly.

Thus, after more than a century of continual prosperity, Romula –Malva
suffered significant damage that period caused by the migratory peoples
such as the Carp invasion from 245-247 AD. New attacks were happening
during 248 AD until the Romans left Dacia. Romula was also abandoned,
only the poor people who had lived in amity with barbaric domination
remained there to live on.
Later, under the rule of the Emperor Constantine the Great, Romula
along the most part of the territory came under the domination of the
Roman Empire. Life continued here but all that remained from the old
city was a village, first attested in the 14th century and called today Resca.
The city of Romula is said to have been one of the greatest cities of
Dacia Inferior which overcame the beauty and prosperity of other cities
such as Drobeta, Sucidava and Cioroiul Nou.
Today this place, which may seem as of little significance, it may be
forgotten, but its importance over the foundation and development of the
Romanian people remain in history.
If we had tried to do more for these wonderful places, if we had kept
untouched what our ancestors praised as holy things, we would be able
now to feed spiritually our souls and enjoy ourselves for having something
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which worth being shown to our descendants and
foreign people who want to know us better.
Gold ring found during excavations carried out
in the central fortress in 2009 Romula
There is also within the commune of Dobrosloveni
a Church raised to the rank of Historical Monument
dedicated to the Holy Apostles Peter and Paul and
Holy Hierarch Nicholas. This holy shrine was built
in 1781 by Ilinca Dobrosloveanca Setrareasa during
the reign of the ruler Alexander Ypsilanti. In 1784
the founder dedicated the Church along with all her
possessions to the Diocese of Râmnic, the Church
being known in history as Recica Hermitage and
became monastery under the Holy Diocese which
was to be found in the Decree from 1785 given by
the Prince Michael Constantin Suțu Vodă.
After the secularization of the monastic assets,
the hermitage became a parish church of the Parish
of Reșca of the county Romanați.
The commune of Dobrosloveni is surrounded
by a large lowland forest. In this forest there were
built two cottages: one cottage is called Bulvanul
Cottage and belongs to the Forestry Department of
Olt County and has 30 beds and it used to be one of
the hunting lodges of the former communist regime.
The second cottage belongs to the Hall of
Dobrosloveni and has 10 beds and a lot of area
where people of the village can perform artistic and
cultural activities.
In 2007 in the commune of Dobrosloveni it was
built a little Park in the centre of which was placed
a trinity depicting the Crucifixion Cross. This
crucifix placed in the centre of the commune aims
to strengthen the Christian faith among the people
of the villages around.
In 2013 in the village of Reșca was erected a
monument in the honour of St. Emperor Constantine
the Great one of the most important Christian
Emperors as he gave freedom to
the Christian
religion and made many beneficial acts to the
Christian religion.
The existence of this monument is not an
accidental one as Emperor Constantine had some
bonds with these lands, this area being under his
rule, during which time he built the bridge over
the Danube and rebuilt the Roman road linking
Sucidava to Romula.
In the village of Frăsinetu de Pădure which
belongs to the commune of Dobrosloveni there are
many fishing lakes that promote fishing tourism
in the area where there is also the source of water
supply of the old city Romula-Malva.
There is another fishing lake in the forests near the
village Potopinu of the commune of Dobrosloveni.

With the support of the Hall of Dobrosloveni
it has been founded within the Cultural Centre of
Dobrosloveni a folk group named „Flori de Romanați”
(„Flowers of Romanați”) which promotes the folk
dance of Romanați and the commune of Dobrosloveni.
There is also an ethnographic museum where the old
women promote traditional recipes of the area.
Within the Cultural Centre of Reșca performs the
Folk Group Romula-Malva.
This is also the place where a sewing workshop
promotes traditional patterns and traditional costumes
specific to the region.
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”The Legend of the Lord of the Dew” (The legend of the village Potopinu)
Once upon a time, long time
ago, there was proud and beautiful
young man, master of some large
estates which had crystal palaces
near the Danube.
He used to walk along the
trodden banks of the river Olt up to
the Loviște Mountains. Wandering
and walking around he met one day
a beautiful young woman whom he
fell in love... Love was breaking
his heart so hard that the young
man could not stand but going to
her house night by night. It was
said that the young master had
been doomed to never see the Sun
otherwise he would end up melting
like a drop of dew. That is why he
used to be called ’’Lord of Dew?’’
The Lord ordered a stone path
to be built from his own palaces
on the river Danube way up in the
mountains to the house where his
beloved lived. And many people
were opressed in order to finish
the path faster and faster. There
was forgiveness neither for the
elderly people or children nor even
for women bearing baby in their
wombs and who were made to work

twice as much – for themselves and
for the babies who were to come in
the world...
When the path was finally
finished the Lord of Dew would
go to his beloved where he spent
spending the whole night till dawn
when, at the first song of cocks and
ahead back to his palace.
When people of the village
found out about the Lord’s
inhumane behaviour they wanted
to take revenge so, one night, they
murdered all the cocks.
It was too late when Lord of
Dew realized that the light of a new
day was approaching and rushed
towards his palaces where he could
be in safe from the sunrises. He
whipped the horses with all his
strength and they were running
so fast as if they did not touch the
ground but the first rays of the
Sun appeared behind the peak of
a mountain and the local people
could see how the Lord of Dew
was dissipating like steam and the
horses as well, and all that remained
on that place was one shining pearl
of thousands of delicate dew drops.

*To melt = (lb. rom.)a topi –potopi-potopit –Potopinu

The old people say that the
Lord’s sweetheart lived in Râmnic
and from there he went to dawn
towards the Danube. When the
Sun came out, the Lord was on the
way in a village on the Olt Valley
and in order to protect himself
from the sunbeams the Lord hid
under a bridge. It was of no use as
sunshine crept through a crack and
the Lord of Dew melt like a drop of
dew (*POTOPIT). Since then, that
village has been called Potopinu.
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Drăgănești olt
Boian Plain Museum Traian Zorzoliu

T

he Neolithic village of Gumelniţa within the
Boian Plain Museum Traian Zorzoliu is the
main attraction offered to the tourists.
The paper presents the Neolithic settlement
Gumelniţa (mil. III BC) from Drăgăneşti-Olt,
reconstructed on the basis of archaeological
excavation reports within the museum. They are
thus deciphered for the great visitor, the way of
life and the material culture of the Drăgăneşti-Olt
Gumelnian population.
The housing of the shaman, the potter, the
hunter, the farmer and a lake for supplies are all
reconstituted in natural size, all of which have a
special impact on the visitor.
It is a unique archeopark in the country that
comes to prove that there was no single stage of
history and that the Gumelnian era represents a
continuity of man's existence on earth.
Gumelnita, a culture at the intersection of two
great civilizations, stone and metals, has created
an art that is still found today in the decorations
of ceramics, fabrics, stitches, decorative motifs
in wood, and generally in the development of an
environment more useful but also beautiful of life.
The Neolithic population had a material and
spiritual culture at a particular level. The restoration
of the Gumelniţa settlement within the museum
proves this statement.
In the Oltului Valley on the western edge of
Drăgăneşti-Olt, there is a settlement Gumelniţa
(type), where, following the archaeological
excavations carried out between 1982-1995 by
Professor Traian Zorzoliu (founder and manager of
the museum) along with other archaeologists , the
material proofs of this ancient culture have been
brought to light.
Thus, according to archaeological excavation
reports, the habitation plan of the settlement with
all material, spiritual and cultural information of the
Gumelnian population.

The reconstruction of the Neolithic settlement
was carried out after a project elaborated by the
director. Traian Zorzoliu and was inaugurated in
September 2010.
The Gumelniţa-type settlement, consisting
of a complex of five dwellings and two annexes,
surrounded by a fence and a ditch.
Access to the archeopark is done on a bridge of
tree trunks. The first dwelling of the tribal leader is
with an open porch and decorated at the entrance
with a spiral, symbolizing the solar astral. Inside,
the first space is dedicated to worship activities.
Central is a circular altar circular, well-edged, welldecorated, over which a sacred vessel is placed, and
around it are anthropomorphic figurines of fired
clay. The second space is dedicated to the rest where
we find the clay bed over which animal skins and
mats are placed. Also the hearth to warm the home,
illuminate and prepare food.
It is worth mentioning the discovery of the
statue that depicts the Mother Goddess, (because
in that period we speak of the matriarch), whose
counterpart of clay is placed near the altar.
In front of the mansion's house is built in the
lake-style cabin of supplies. Here food for the tribal
community was deposited. Next, the other dwellings
are aligned along a 2m-wide street.
The potter's home is particularly interesting with
the original tools of pottery, since at that time they
were hand-made. In this workshop the dishes are
patterned with different decorative elements.
The hunter's home is one of the most attractive
to visitors through the diversity and novelty of
inventory, tools and hunting and fishing gear (bone
harness, barked nets, animal horns or silex daggers,
archers with arrows stone beads, bone or stone
axes).
Farmer's home is the expression of the division
of labor that revolutionized the future of mankind.
Here are exposed agricultural tools (deer horns,
sapling planters, stone grinders for grain milling) a
weaving war and a mat with a mat which is present
in all the huts, a bed that was discovered in the
archaeological excavations in Drăgăneşti-Olt.
Significant is the funeral burial idiom, so we
have proof of how they were buried. The pits were
oval in shape and the skeleton deployed had legs
and arms to the chest, and palms close to chin.

Instituții de utilitate publică
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In conclusion, we have in reality transposed the
way of life of a population and cultures long gone
with clear traces in our existence.
The museum shelters a Peasant House built of
wood with an open porch and two rooms. The interior
of the dwelling is characterized by the functionality
of the rooms, by the economical arrangement and
use of the furniture, by a pleasant decoration made
with the help of fabrics.
The first room at the hearth is designed for
everyday activities and food preparation. Thus, the
room is dominated by the presence of the chimney
and corratorwhite, a determinant element in
establishing the main function of this space.
There were few pieces of wood furniture: the
two-compartment barn, the flour and the flour, a
low, round table with the stacks near the fire, and a
tablecloth for the dish.
There are no pots in the ground, but the glass
and the glass containers - the lamp, the pipe for the
brandy, the suction cups.
The second room was separated, heated by a
blind stove fed by the hearth from the adjoining
room, and two of them in the stove. The bedside
table is made up of a wooden frame with a straw
filled mattress. The pillows or pillows were woven
in war and stuffed with straw, but also with husbands
like those for the dowry's marriage.
At the end of the bed was always the dowry box
over which stacked bark, poppies, pillows and folk
costumes were stacked.
A wardrobe covered with an embroidered
tablecloth on which the lamp stood was next to the
window. Woolen fabrics were the most important in
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the traditional house, both for their artistic value and
for their intriguing value. The barks, the rudiments,
and later the tops, were in the dowry of the married
girls, and they were inherited from generation to
generation.
The living room had a floor of beaten earth, over
which were put pretzels made in the loom. The
walls are beautiful whitewashed walls hanging on
canes, towels, paintings.
The way of representing the living space, the
distribution of functionalities and the ways of using
it are references to people's conception of dwelling,
the degree of civilization.
The Bordeia, millennial residence, another point
of interest, presents the entrance called the hooks in
which we find the agricultural tools, then the hearth
with the multitude of wooden objects (china, stump,
wooden table with three legs, chairs, spoons, with a
single wooden bed, over which is placed a cane mat
and straw of straw.
The Polihronie Mansion, a house built by Potion
Chronicle John in the 18th century, is divided into
several museum sections: Orthodox Christian
cult, ethnography, plastic art, and Traian Zorzoliu
memorial. The mansion's cellar is another element
of interest through the variety of local wines, but
also of the specific inventory.
The Ghirgiu House, the history section, presents
elements of history from the Neo-Eneolithic period
to the present-day period. Within our museum
complex, we have a St. Joseph Trot of Partos,
naturally bound by a permanent exhibition of
firemen in the area.

Come 3 days in ROMANAȚI
CORABIA:
CORABIA is the port city on the Danube which preserves the romanticism of the old Danube harbors, full of
parks and the fragrance of hundreds of lime trees. There were the old fortress of the Dacians over which Emperor Aurelian built a fortress, consecutively rebuilt by Emperors Constantine the Great and Justinian.
The old market and river port, the city provides a number of objectives to be visited.
The origin of the name of the ancient hamlet of Corabia is supported by an ancient legend that the founding
of this settlement is related to the existence of the road of transhumance of the shephrds coming from the mountains during the winter to shelter the flocks in the Danube's meadow. In one autumn, they found the remains of a
ship that struck the remains of a pillar of the bridge of Constantine the Great, then wreak on the lands temporarily inhabited by shepherds. They gathered them by using them to build shelters, which in time have multiplied,
thus setting up a settlement called Corabia. It is certain that on September 6, 1598, the date of the document by
which Michael the Brave strengthened his property over 23 villages bought during Craiova's great ban, refers
to the place named Vadul Corabiei ("And again bought reign but my border is known from the top of Magdura
of Borduh at the water of the Danube, which is called Vadul Corabiei ... ") Mihai Viteazul's document provided
the necessary scientific support to establish the year 1598 as a date of documentary attestation of Corabia.
The establishment of the city of Corabia was due to strictly economic necessities due to a petition brought
to the ruler of A.I.Cuza in 1859 by 37 merchants in the city of Caracal, who supported the establishment of a
port city on the Danube to facilitate the commercialization of cereals.
After long steps, the dream of the Romanian merchants was fulfilled in 1871, when Prince Carol promulgated the Law of the founding of Corabia.
The tourist and recreational port of Corabia was arranged by a project that benefited from a grant from European funds worth over 7 million lei. The port stretches
over an area of 8,700 meters² and the investment resulted in the execution of some hydro-technical works to allow cruise and passenger ships access, the construction
of mooring docks, platforms, connection to the utilities
network. The portrait represents the attraction of the
city.
The Roman-Byzantine fortress Sucidava, the town of Corabia, the Celei district (2nd-3rd century, the Roman-Byzantine era) - a historical monument of national importance, of category A, included in the list of historical monuments in Romania. The ancient settlement Sucidava was born on the left bank of the Danube, in
the Neolithic age.
The most important scientific and archeological findings were in the seventh decade of the nineteenth century by Frenchmen Boissiere and Ch. Baudrysi in the nineteenth century, dating to the legendary August Treboniu
Laurian and the student Alexandru Popovici. At the beginning of the XXth century, research was carried out by
Grigore G.Tocilescu şi ParvanVasile.
Since 1936 archaeological excavation campaigns have been initiated, conducted until 1981 by Dumitru Tudor, between 1982-1995, the researches were continued by Octavian Toropu, and since 1995 until today, prof.
Dr. Petre Gherghe, from the University of Craiova. As members of the research teams, they have contributed
over time: Expectatus Bujor, Marin Nica, Constantin C. Petolescu, Gheorghe Popilian, Octavian Toropu, Lucian Amon, Liviu Petculescu, Mirela Cojoc, Onoriu Stoica, Vasiliţă Stephen.
The "secret fountain" of Sucidava, today restored and integrated into the touring circuit, is the most attractive tourist spot. It is located in the southern part of the fortress and captures, at a depth of 18 m, one of the pow-
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erful springs at the foot of the plateau, about 14 m south of the enclosure wall. It was built during the Emperor
Justinian in the sixth century and had the role of securing the water supply of the garrison during the siege.
The Paleobizantine basilica is typical of the Christian churches: the altar to the east and the entrance to
the west. Inside the basilica, under the floor, 6 burial tombs were found, including an adult whose skeleton
measures 1.97 m, arranged for tourists to visit. Dates from the 6th century BC and is the oldest architectural
monument of its kind so far discovered in the north of the Danube.
The parish church "Holy Trinity" (1895-1907),
Corabia, str. Cuza-Vodă, nr. 58, is an imposing architectural structure, its size being the second one between the
churches of Oltenia after Madona-Dudu in Craiova. The
Renaissance painting was painted by C. Pascali and N.
Grimani painters in Bucharest, and the oak joinery by
a Czech master, Iosif Obdersalek. The first Hiertonisite
priest was E.Marculescu.

VADASTRA:

Dumitru Liceanu
He's more than 70 years old and he's making sheepskin coats for as long as he can remember. He learned
the craft that would become his gold bracelet from
his father, who first put in his hand the needle and
thread when he was just a kid. After a lifetime of
work, during which his fingers were deformed by
perpetually pushing the needle into the sheepskin,
also came the rewards. Dumitru Liceanu, from the
Oltenian village Vadastra, was awarded the title of
Living human treasure. After the vests made by his
hands reached even the USA, the last furrier from
Vadastra still has a desire: to hand over the relay and
find someone to keep this habit alive. It's over six
decades since maybe the last furrier from Vadastra
has taken in his hands for the first time the needle

and thread and sewed into the skin. At first, more
like a play. He was the son of the most famous furrier in Vadastra, who teached his craft to the children
of the village. "Those were fantastic times because
there was a lot of work and they learned the crafts
and, because there were no factories, there was no
place to hire young people, and so they became
craftsmen, furriers, shoemakers". Among his personal exhibitions we mention here only a few: the
UNESCO headquarters in Paris (June 2006); Strasbourg, Marché de Noël (December 2006); Brussels,
Committee of the Regions (April 2007); Nuremberg
- Germany, June 2007; Torino - Milan, 2008; Pleven
- Bulgaria 2008.

Ionel Cococi
Este născut la 1 iunie 1969 în localitatea Vadastra
din judetul Olt. El își desfășoară munca după crezul
„Dacă știi să respecți lutul, te respectă și el pe tine!“.
Astfel, deși a îmbrățișat meșteșugul olăritului abia
în anul 2000, după întâlnirea cu prof. univ. Dragoș
Gheorghiu, în cadrul unui proiect internațional de
reînviere a ceramicii neolitice de Vadastra - el crede
cu ardoare că această e menirea sa. „Toți avem un
destin foarte bine creionat, numai că nu trebuie să
stăm și să așteptăm pasivi, ci trebuie să contribuim
și noi la împlinirea lui. Poate ăsta a fost destinul

meu!“, declară meșterul. Atelierul lui Ionel Cococi
se află chiar în gospodaria sa din localitatea Vadastra,
în apropiere de orașul Corabia, județul Olt. Artistul
este invitat la toate marile târguri organizate atât în
țară cât și în străinătate. Dintre expozițiile personale
amintim aici doar câteva: sediul UNESCO Paris (iunie 2006); Strasbourg, Marché de Noël
(decembrie 2006); Bruxelles, Comitetul Regiunilor
(aprilie 2007); Nuremberg - Germania, iunie 2007;
Torino - Milano, 2008; Pleven - Bulgaria 2008.
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DRAGANESTI-OLT:
Boian Plain Museum Traian Zorzoliu
The Neolithic village of Gumelniţa within the Boian Plain Museum Traian Zorzoliu is the main attraction
offered to the tourists.
The paper presents the Neolithic settlement Gumelniţa (mil. III BC) from Drăgăneşti-Olt, reconstructed
on the basis of archaeological excavation reports within the museum. They are thus deciphered for the great
visitor, the way of life and the material culture of the Drăgăneşti-Olt Gumelnian population.
The housing of the shaman, the potter, the hunter, the farmer and a lake
for supplies are all reconstituted in natural size, all of which have a special
impact on the visitor.
It is a unique archeopark in the country that comes to prove that there
was no single stage of history and that the Gumelnian era represents a continuity of man's existence on earth.
Gumelnita, a culture at the intersection of two great civilizations, stone
and metals, has created an art that is still found today in the decorations of
ceramics, fabrics, stitches, decorative motifs in wood, and generally in the
development of an environment more useful but also beautiful of life.
The museum shelters a Peasant House built of wood with an open porch
and two rooms. The interior of the dwelling is characterized by the functionality of the rooms, by the economical arrangement and use of the furniture,
by a pleasant decoration made with the help of fabrics.

Cezieni:

Alexandrina -Olguta Filip
One of the of the iportant person who is producing authentic
Romanian creations (traditional shirts: ie) is Alexandrina Filip, who
is also an instructor at the Arts and Crafts school and teaches annually
many young women how to create traditional Romanian shirts, so
loved lately. She's 56 years old and she is doing these from the period
when she was also a young girl.
"I've been working since I started to know. Since I was very young,
my mother and grandmother put my needle in my hand and the war
of tissues near me. Everything comes from there, from the family. "
Since 2001, Alexandrina Filip has been an instructor at the Arts and
Crafts Popular School and every year she has been preparing 24 young
women in the art of sewing such traditional shirts. He enjoys the fact
that there are people willing to carry on this tradition.Great Job!
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CARACAL:
The Romanați Museum
The museum first opened in 1949 with three
collections and was subsequently moved in 1990
into a building owned by Iancu Dobruneanu, the
grandson of Iancu Jianu. As a result of donations,
acquisitions and archaeological research, the
museum now hosts over 20,000 exhibits.
The Archeology and History Section is in
possession of pieces of great value, some over
6,000 years old, on display in eight halls with a total
surface of 400 m. The Iancu Jianu Memorial Section
is set up in the home of the outlaw’s parents, built
in the second half of the 18th century. It comprises
Iancu Jianu’s house, the outbuildings and the lodge.
The Plastic Arts Section exhibits works by Ștefan
Luchian, Gheorghe Petrașcu, pieces by famous
sculptors, icons, wood paintings from the 10th, 17th
and 19th centuries, as well as embroideries.
The Ethnography Section, currently under
redecoration, owns a rich collection of folk costumes
from Romanați county, tools and household items
from the Middle Ages, as well as from modern and
contemporary times
The Caracal National Theatre
A symbol of the city’s historical rich interior and
exterior decoration, part, it is located next to Mihai
is impressive, while its name is Viteazul Princely
Court and was inscribed on the frontispiece – The
built between 1896 and 1901, National Theatre
– accompanied according to the plans drawn up
by by two epigraphs, one above each Austrian
architect Franz Billek. Its of the side entrances:
Comedy and eclectic style featuring elements of
Tragedy. Every year the theatre hosts Baroque
Revival and Renaissance the National Theatre
Festival, the Revival places the edifice in the FesTin
Theatre and Short Film Youth same European
architectural Festival, the Amateur Theatres’ current
as the Romanian Athenaeum Comedy Festival,
the standing or the National Theatres of Iași,
theatrical season of the Municipal Bucharest, Cluj
and Timișoara. Its Theatre, as well as a variety of
remarkable size, together with its conferences and
exhibitions.
Constantin Poroineanu Park
In 1908, the great philanthropist bequeathed
his entire fortune to the Constantin Poroineanu
bequeathed municipality. Designed by French
the park by will to the Municipality landscape
artists Pinard and Rédont, of the Urban Commune
of Caracal, the park is modelled after Cișmigiu
following a terrible tragedy: his Park in Bucharest.
The 25,5 ha are son, who had been sent to Paris to
covered by decorative plant sections, study, had
married the daughter of the highlights being the
pagoda tree a Frenchwoman whom Poroineanu

(Ginkgo biloba) – as old as the park Sr. had had
an affair with during itself, the bald-cypress, the
pyramid his own stay in Paris as a student. Greyish
oak, the tree of life (Thuja When the young couple
learned the orientalis) and the black pine. Art truth,
they committed suicide. So monuments, sports
grounds and did their father, who ended his own
a recreational lake with an island life the day after
making his Last on the Gologan river complete the
Will and Testament, in which he park’s architecture.
The Princely Church
The Princely Church, under the patronage of the
Entrance of the Theotokos into the Temple, is the
only landmark of the old Princely Court of Mihai
Viteazul still intact. It was built on the Protoseni
Hill, out of stone blocks and bricks from the ruins
of the Roman city of Romula. The church is made
of masonry walls, it is smaller in size than today’s
churches, but has undergone several transformations
throughout time. Its shape is fairly unusual for
Țara Românească, but closely related to that of
monuments such as the churches in Drobeta Turnu
Severin and bears an obvious resemblance to the
churches south of the Danube.
All Saints’ Church
The inscription above the entrance, written in
Cyrillic alphabet, shows that it was built in 1818,
but there are grounds to believe that the church was
raised in the 16th-17th century. It is in the shape of
a cross and its very thick walls have small, ironbarred windows, suggesting a fortified building used
by locals as a shelter in times of distress. Although
modest in size, the church exhibits many elements
which make it a unique place of worship: courses,
niches and murals. The nave and prenave are both
shaped like a dome and supported by arches, as is
the narthex. The interior painting is distinguished by
the zoomorphic representation of Saint Christopher
on the northern wall.
The Caracal Synagogue
The Caracal Synagogue was built in 1902 in the
vicinity of the former Jewish neighbourhood to serve
as a place of worship for Sephardic Jews (who came
as a result of the immigration flow from Spain and
the Mediterranean and arrived in Ţara Româneasca
around 1496). The builging, which is drawn back
form the street line, was erected in local neoclassical
architectural style. While the exterior is modest, the
interior is richly decorated, with painted walls and
high-quality furnishings. The Jewish community in
Caracal was first documented over two centuries
ago and contributed to the development of the local
urban environment, but it currently has no more
representatives in the city. The Jewish Cenetery is
also a part of the city’s cultural heritage.
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DOBROSLOVENI:

Romula, the capital of Dacia Inferior and later called
Dacia Malvensis, is the only great city of Dacia with
a Latin name which reminds of the great metropolis
of antiquity.
By the arrival of the Romans there had been
a strong rural Dacian settlement in here which,
according to some researchers, would bear the name
of Malva?
The Roman presence on the territory of the
future city dates back to the beginning of the 2nd
century during the wars to conquer Dacia.
During this time several Roman legions were
sent in the area - Legio XI Claudia and Flavia
Cohors I Comangenorum – on military missions
such as the territorial defence.
Current path that overlaps a former Roman road
along which unfold Necropolis Sud0
The presence of these military units is sustained
by the ground camp with surge protection which
dates back to 105-106 AD the Romans built to
defend the new conquered territory.
The first settlers lived together with the GetoDacian local people but in time, the local population
was removed on the outskirts, which, as the city was

BRÂNCOVENI MONASTERY

developing, was most likely to receive the name of
Romula (the little Rome). Until the official award
of the name, the land is supposed to have been
called Malva, the old name of the Dacian settlement
existed on the area where later Romula arose.
The Dacian name that had a strong resonance
among the inhabitants of the Roman settlement was
taken over by the new founded one preserving the
memory of the inhabitants even after the city was
officially named Romula. Therefore, it was used
later in the title of Dacia Malvensis.
Raised to the rank of the capital of the province
Romula experienced a real development of urban
life. The city was surrounded by a fortified belt and
the first large buildings were erected. It is also now
that the city became an important tax and customs
centre and the residence of the Dacia Inferior
Governors.
The commune of Dobrosloveni is surrounded
by a large lowland forest. In this forest there were
built two cottages: one cottage is called Bulvanul
Cottage and belongs to the Forestry Department of
Olt County and has 30 beds and it used to be one of
the hunting lodges of the former communist regime.

The date when the Brancoveni monastery was

the gate" and probably the priory, between 1632 and

founded is unknown. The hamlet is referred to

1640, according to the inscription laid by Constantin

in the documents as an estate of the Craiovesti

Brancoveanu in 1699, when he rebuilt the big church

boyars as early as 1494, and the Princely House of

of the monastery. The last construction phase is due

Brancoveni is mentioned in a charter of the ruler

to Constantin Brancoveanu who revitalized the

Neagoe Basarab, in May 1518, that confirms the

monastery (initially a monk convent) and he rebuilt

ownership of lady Neacsa, the paternal grandmother

the church in 1699 (painted in 1704), conceived as

of Matei Basarab, but the monastery was mentioned

a necropolis for his forerunners. The works were

for the first time as late as 1582, 31st August (7091).

supervised by Radul Golescu, who was brought

According to historical sources, it was dedicated

by the ruler from Hurezi. The monastery was

to "The Dormition of Mary". In a document

closed in 1873. A retirement home for seniors was

dated 30 April 1641, Matei Basarab mentions

commissioned here in 1885, in a nearby building.

that the monastery was "rebuilt and raised from

Communists closed down the monastery again

its foundations by my grandparents and parents".

in 1959, but nuns started to use it again after 1980,

Together with his grandson, Preda Brancoveanu, the

when intensive works were done to restore the

grandfather of the ruler Constantin Brancoveanu, he

buildings and the monastic domain.

rebuilt and enlarged the establishment " reinforcing
it with surrounding walls and a strong tower above
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CALUIU MONASTERY

Trusca Stefan
The pottery from Romana dates back hundreds
of years and, being studied and appreciated by
ethnologists, it became widely known and sought
in fairs. To this true phenomenon has contributed,
in over 70 years of work, Teodora Trusca, a popular
artist, member of the Academy of Traditional Arts.
Agrippina, the pseudonym chosen by Teodora Trusca,
potter from Romana (a village located close to the city
Bals, Olt county, on the border with Oboga), was born
in 1929 in Oboga, the village in which, at the time,
there were almost 200 potters. She grew up with her
six brothers in a family of potters, Munteanu, where
the parents' hardships never shadowed the childhood
of the little ones. "From the age of three or four
we started to play with clay, it was like plasticine,
we were competing making birds, animals, and
our father encouraged us." From an early age she
followed her father not only to the potter's wheel but
also to fairs. At 17, Teodora met Marin Trusca at the
dance, who was to become her husband and partner
to the potter's wheel. In '57 - '58, the Trusca spouses
started working together more special pots, delicately
decorated with the horn needle. In 1961, being well
guided, they went to sell them in Obor Square, where
they were discovered by an ethnologist who puts
them in touch with the Village Museum, which today
their descendants supply with pottery pots. In 1970,
they start participating in fairs and exhibitions, being
invited with Grigore Ciungulescu and Ion Raducanu,
other exponents of Oboga ceramics. Trusca spouses'
legacy is in good hands. Stefan teaches today a class
of students who come to learn the secrets of this craft
right at the potter's home, in Romana. In the summer
he teaches in summer camps organized on the street,
he makes demonstrations at museums, and responds
to every invitation. He also hopes that his four
children who now live in France and Italy, and also
his brother Michael, will return home to practice the
craft that, even if it hasn't made him rich, has made
him known all over the world.

In one day, Mihai Viteazul stopped in a shady
spot, hidden among the hills of Oltetului Valley.
When the voeivode dismounted, his horse strucked
the earth with his hoof and from that place a fountain
gushed. People called Caluitetul the water which
welled among the hills. The legend sais that near the
spring, the voeivode and his advisors decided to build
a monastery.
That would be the way Caluiu Monastery
appeared, defended by old walls, in which today
live ten monks. The first data coming about the
monastery of the XVI century, during the reign of
Neagoe Basarab when brothers Vlad Banul, Dumitru
Parcalabu and Balica Sapatru, Buzesti ancestors
started building the place of worship.
Because of the fighting with the Turkish and the
wandering to Transylvania of Buzesti family, the
monastery was "in desolation " long time. In 1588,
the construction of the monastery is resumed by
brave Buzesti captains, Radu, Preda and Stroe, big
chancellor of the big army of Mihai Viteazul.
The craftsmen were brought especially from
Transylvania, which is why, in many document
sources, the foundation is mentioned as " deutch
work" and they finished the building on 8 June
1588. The monastery was then surrounded by thick
defensive walls, and for the monks were built seven
cells on the right side of the entrance in the convent,
westward (as the cellars were), and seven on the
eastern side. Inside the monastery there were a hall, a
bakery and two large bread ovens.

Neither the houses for visitors were forgotten, built
in the southern side. In the middle of the premises is
the church, little, only 15 meters long and 6 wide, but
with walls whose thickness reaches nearly one meter.
The stteple, high and narrow, has 12 windows.
At the beginning of the XVIIth century, it was
added a porch to the church, which was to house
the graves of the founders. On the paintings on the
walls of the porch appear Radu Buzescu with his
wife, Maria, on the southern side, and Matei Basarab
with Ms Elina, on the north. On the paintings in the
western part of pronaos appears lady Stanca, Mihai
Viteazu's wife, and Buzesti brothers: Preda, Radu,
Stroe, with their wives. Near the entrance in pronaos,
southwest and northwest, are the portraits of Mihai
Viteazul and his brother, Petru Cercel. They hold in
their hands a cross and a handkerchief.
From the valuable items donated to the monastery
over time, there are preserved only the icons of the
reredos, the triptych from 1825, and church bells
donated in 1588 by Radu Buzescu. At that time, the
monastery was going through a phase of restoration.
Another legend says that the name of the
monastery comes from some Greek monks who have
taken at some time the control of the place of worship.
Delighted with the construction of the oltenian hills,
Greeks envinced their satisfaction always repeating
the word "kalos" (beautiful). But specialists say that
the name Caluiu Monastery has an pecenego-Cumana
origin, only that they can not specify the meaning of
the word.
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CORBU

Tanase Gheorghe & Stan Alexandru
Tanase Gheorghe has practiced artistic
woodworking for nearly 40 years. He taught love
for wood and some of the crafts of the family,
respecting as much as possible the shapes, the
decor and the traditional way of their realization.
He specialized in Pitesti, where he attended the
Professional School of Arts and Crafts but mostly
learned from the folk creators with whom he went
through the country at various fairs, festivals and
competitions. His most important mentor is the
popular creator Nicolae Purcarea, from Brasov.
Moreover, he gladly conveyed the secrets of
woodworking in an organized setting, being a
teacher of the class of the Arts and Crafts Popular
School from Slatina for thirty years.
Participation in fairs, festivals and contests:
Days of Contemporary Popular Creation Bucharest (1986), Contemporary Popular Creators
Fair - in the "Oltenii & Restu" World Festival

(1994-2013); The Fair of Folk Craftsmen - within
the Craiova Days / 36 editions (1977-2013);
Populari Fair Fair - National Museum of Dimitrie
Gusti Village, Bucharest (1997-1998); The Popular
Crafts Fair - Curtea de Arges (2005); The Fair of
Popular Creators in Romania - Astra Museum,
Sibiu (1991-2004 and 2012).
Prizes, awards: First prize - stage of the "Cantare
a Romaniei" National Festival - 1981; Laureate
Diploma and Grand Prize for the perpetuation of
tradition, for the quality and value of its creation
at Craft Poplar Crafts Fair, 2005; Diploma of
excellence for the preservation and promotion
of traditional arts in Olt County, Slatina, 2005,
2006; Diploma of Excellence - National Museum
of Village "Dimitrie Gusti", Bucharest, 2006;
Diploma of excellence for the preservation and
promotion of traditional arts in Olt County in and
out of the country, Slatina, 2011.

